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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

5-16-14 Women MD Alerts You... $1 Trillion for the New Dr.
Nancy "New Manhattan Project" for the RxCure of Breast
Cancer, put it in the H2O... “In today’s lean start-up model,
the $100k prize should be enough to allow the winner to
bridge the funding gap and achieve a milestone that can
help them secure a larger funding round or critical industry
partnership.” 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat PARTNERSHIP not these
"1984" Male MD's who wrote this Innovator competition
http://www.medgadget.com/ News as they work for Hitler, our
Oil Holocaust Numb Nuts Dictator who has $777 Trillion for
Health Care you will spent when MD women walk down LOVE
LANE!

5-16-14 Women MD Alerts You... RCT Ventures has just
announced a new opportunity for early-stage medical
device companies: the 2014 MedTech Innovator competition.
Companies and university-stage teams are encouraged to
apply. Ten semi-finalists will be selected by a panel of
medical device venture capitalists that will receive free
registration to the Wilson Sonsini Medical Device conference.
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registration to the Wilson Sonsini Medical Device conference.
There, a live audience will select the winner, who will receive
the $100k grand prize. RCT Ventures’ last contest, Medtech
Idol, had a fascinating array of gadgety competition with
Aventamed‘s impressive ear-tube placement device coming
out on top. When asked about the competition, Paul Grand,
Managing Director for RCT Ventures said, “In today’s lean
start-up model, the $100k prize should be enough to allow
the winner to bridge the funding gap and achieve a
milestone that can help them secure a larger funding round
or critical industry partnership.” 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat
PARTNERSHIP not these "1984" Male MD's who wrote this
Innovator competition News as they work for Hitler, our Oil
Holocaust Numb Nuts Dictator who has $777 Trillion for
Health Care you will spent when MD women walk down LOVE
LANE!
5-16-14 Women MD Alerts You... 5-16-14 Women MD alert
you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West Citizen Front Page Officer
Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO WAY! Instilled from the
get-go... MD Woman Alert You Mom will die of Breast Cancer
if you don't arrest the George Orwell Top Brass at HQ. Police
father, son recall long service. 'You better be a good cop'
instilled from the get-go... BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff
alinhardt@keysnews.com Monroe County Detective Sgt.
Donnie Catala's mother died when he was young after
falling ill, and in a way, he became a cop while being raised
by a single father and full-time policeman in the years that
followed.

5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... Key West Citizen Front Page
"Hoping for the best for injured green sea turtle" BY TIMOTHY
O'HARA Citizen Staff tohara@keysnews.com.
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1961 film "Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the
ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by
Dr. Obama...
5-16-14 Women MD Alerts you to HIV, HVP, STD and
Dramatic Farrah Anus Cancer Movie by Mary B... Critics Say
Uganda's New HIV Law a Giant Step Backward... Voice of
America - A Ugandan bill criminalizing the "willful"
transmission of HIV and mandating HIV tests for certain
groups is awaiting the president's signature to become
law. ... Voice of America - is written by the CIA for our George
Orwell who is a Pedophile with Syphilis on the brain and no
Frontal Lobe Functions! Sick! Starbucks will scan all
employees in Key West, Publix and Whole Foods will Scan
everyone for every disease... Homeland Security will be
Arrested for not Scanning for Diseases at Airports!
5-16-14 Women MD Alerts You to arrest... 1 TRILLION GREEN
SEA TURTLES - THIS IS WHAT 15 BILLION PEOPLE ARE HOPING
THE... Turtle Hospital in Marathon, where it is currently
being treated FARM 1 TRILLION GREEN SEA TURTLES - THIS IS
WHAT 15 BILLION PEOPLE ARE HOPING THE BEST FOR "15
Billion People" Hell for Habitat for Humanity as Jimmy
Carter has never "Crunched the Inventions" needed to build
15 Billion Homes! Arrest Jimmy Carter in 1980 would have
saved the lives of 7 Billion... dead from this Georgia Peanut
Plantation Owner and Frontal Lobe defects! The turtle also
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Plantation Owner and Frontal Lobe defects! The turtle also
had ingested some of the fishing line, and it has about 10
fibropapilloma tumors on it, Zirkelbach said. The
cauliflower-like tumors are caused by a herpes-like virus
that affects turtles around the world. We're hoping." Greg +
Wives are going to be in conversations brainstorimg the end
to the "Virus" on Earth! Arrest the Citizen Staff reporter Tim
for not putting this invention project on the front page with
a picture of the turtle, a picture of the herpes virus!
5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... Women MD Alert would write
a Rx Order for 24/7 "Observation" of all Football + Basketball
players... Former NFL star Aaron Hernandez has been
indicted in the July 2012 killings of two Boston men,
allegations that come a year after what had been a cold
case investigation into the late-night drive-by shooting was
revived - seemingly by chance - Nichol would be alive today
if "1980" Observers watched OJ and Verizon used a signal
booster for their HQ IQ as to save the live of Nichol... Verizon
has no Conscience as they will never save a women from
being murdered unless a women MD alerts them and orders
it!

5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... Cops in Dakota will make
MASS ARRESTS if Oil Men for Holocaust II when... 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat is on the front Pages of the NY Times!!! Bakken
Crude Is Volatile, but Train Operators Have Made Mistakes,
too... Businessweek - Is North Dakota oil too explosive to
carry in a train? Seeing as how nearly all of the 1 million
barrels of oil being railed across the U.S.
5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... CIA made Godzilla Movies
are most impressive, the moment he suddenly transcends his
digital underpinnings and feels like a real presence... you
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digital underpinnings and feels like a real presence... you
forget to think about starting a conversation with the
women about 1,001 Invention Projects. This is the most
common movie Netflex sends to 1 billion homes... arrest them
all! At Least put this Movie Madness on the Front Pages of the
Citizen and NY Times!!!
5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... Good Cop will ARREST THIS 2
WOMEN... NEW YORK (AP) - Oprah Winfrey and former
Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton surprised Barbara
Walters on Thursday as the legendary newswoman taped her
final edition of "The View" to end a five-decade career on
television. 1 BILLION DEAD FROM OPRAH + BARBARA! Poison
Gasoline Exhaust in the air we breath today because these
women never LEAKed the suppression of the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort + that the Pentagon Top Brass
Gave Mecca $777 Trillion in $4 gas money. Sucker Punched
women on The View... Hell No. No talk about gas station hold
ups... they pray on women when holding up a gas station
too!

5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... Start a front page invention
conversation about this... High-energy solar winds are
responsible for increasing lightning-generating
thunderstorms on Earth, a new research by scientists at the
University of Reading revealed.
5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... Instill thinking about
starting the conversation about what needs to be invented
or reinvented. Flame retardant chemicals are known to
cause hormone imbalance and lowered IQ in young
children. A survey of 40 preschools found that these
chemicals are present in many day care centers.
Polybrominated diphenyl ethers or PBDEs, are
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Polybrominated diphenyl ethers or PBDEs, are
organobromine compounds that are used as flame
retardant. Like other brominated flame retardants, PBDEs
have been used in a wide array of products, including
building materials, electronics, furnishings, motor vehicles,
airplanes, plastics, polyurethane foams,[1] and textiles. They
are structurally akin to the PCBs and other polyhalogenated
compounds, consisting of two halogenated aromatic rings.
PBDEs are classified according to the average number of
bromine atoms in the molecule. The health hazards of these
chemicals have attracted increasing scrutiny, and they have
been shown to reduce fertility in humans at levels found in
households.[2] Their chlorine analogs are polychlorinated
diphenyl ethers (PCDEs). Because of their toxicity and
persistence, the industrial production of some PBDEs is
restricted under the Stockholm Convention, a treaty to
control and phase out major persistent organic pollutants
(POPs). NOTICE STOCKHOLM CONVENTION AS MASS ARREST BY
GOOD COPS WILL TAKE PLACE WHEN THE WOMEN MD WRITES
THE Rx... grin!
5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... Kidney Transplants to
replace the Key West Kidney dialysis center! 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat will do this! I worked in a Nursing Home and women
over 70 could not have a kidney transplant on Government
MD orders... but in Saudi Arabia old men were given USA
made kidneys for transplants... and Verizon etc others know
this was going on! Were is a Cop when you are on the Kidney
Dialysis Machine? Chronic kidney disease is estimated to
affect around 26 million adults in the US. But new research
suggests that patients with the condition can reduce the
need for a kidney transplant or dialysis and prolong life.

5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... Brewery sets July 20 opening.
Also, Bight gets new 'brand' name... BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen
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Also, Bight gets new 'brand' name... BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen
Staff gfilosa@keysnews.com The Waterfront Brewery, which
the city hopes will breathe new life into a landmark
building at the historic seaport, plans to open July 20, city
staff said Wednesday. That's about three months later than
the original April date. But owners have hit delays due to
unforeseen problems like concrete spalling that requires the
replacement of four columns, said John Paul Castro. Greg
flew into Key West on 3-4-11 with $777 Trillion to build the
Yale Key West Medical School and these Drunks + City of Key
West Mayor killed, the Yale Key West Med School for another
Brewery with no one libel for Alcoholic murders of Women!
City: 13 officers have 'qualified immunity' Key West Citizen Friday, May 16, 2014 The 13 Key West police officers named
in a wrongful death lawsuit are entitled to qualified
immunity, the legal protection meant to ensure government
officials can do their jobs without fear of being arrested by a
God Cop or a Women MD President of the USA... tracking
down Jewish Holocaust Criminals dealing in Oil for Cash...
kickback and sick fiery wrecks of cop cars... Jews denied!
5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... GE commercials should be a
conversation on this... GE‘s spinoff Research Circle
Technology, that was launched in 2011, is releasing its first
product, the SPINlab hyperpolarizing system. Not a medical
device in itself, the MRI system is designed for use in research
studies for rapid visualization of metabolism at the cellular
level. Previously, a system with similar capabilities required
a clean room, lots of helium, and a number of trained staff
to operate. The SPINlab system integrates a dedicated fluid
path, quality control, and the ability to hyperpolarize a
number of samples at the same time. Instilled at the get-go...
medical inventions for children movies by GE... VOID caused
by Syphilis not on the Mug Shots on the Key West Web Page of
last nights arrests!
5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... Next Disney Movie for kid
should be this... Beckman Coulter has unveiled its new
random access molecular diagnostics system, the VERIS MDx,
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random access molecular diagnostics system, the VERIS MDx,
at the European Conference on Clinincal Microbiology and
Infectious Diseases (ECCMID) in Barcelona this week. The
VERIS MDx system and VERIS CMV assay received CE mark
earlier this year. The system offers automated nucleic acid
extraction, purification, amplification, and detection. It
accepts several sample containers for plasma, serum and
culture tubes. 48 samples can be lined up on 12 racks of 4
samples each. The time to result for DNA tests is around 70
minutes and for RNA tests a little longer, around 100
minutes, because PCR amplification only works on DNA and
therefore you must reverse-transcribe to cDNA first. For
multiplex analysis five different detection colors available
with a bandwidth of 505 to 720 nm. The onboard capacity
consists of 96 extraction and purification cartridges and
reagents are covered for 20 assays with 48 tests per assay.
Reagents are stable in the machine for up to 14 days. Disney
in Orlando should have 1 of these for a attraction and will
have when 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat happens on the front page
of the NY Times!

5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... Harvard’s Wyss Institute
developed a nanoparticle that mimics a virus, which the
immune system ignores, while carrying a DNA payload
inside. They essentially replicated the external casing that a
real virus uses to protect its own genome. They put a layer of
phospholipid around their DNA nanodevices, which were
initially folded into octahedrons. The phospholipids were
attached to the DNA by adding spots to the genetic material
where the lipids could grab on. This then created a
foundation for forming a complete bilayer membrane
around the DNA payload, which resulted in particles that
successfully evade the immune system. Harvard Key West
Medical School will lose out to Yale Key West Medical School,
write this one up in the Student News! Grin! Yale finally wins
one over Harvard... and 15 billion people will have the arrest
records of Harvard for the Poison Gasoline Exhaust
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records of Harvard for the Poison Gasoline Exhaust
Holocaust II to study! Too!
5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... Apple supplier Foxconn
forced to shut Vietnam factory due to protests... Apple's chief
manufacturing partner, Foxconn, has been forced to shut
down its operations in Vietnam for three days due to antiChina protests over oil drilling.
5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... How some trypanosomes
cause sleeping sickness while others don't Trypanosome
parasites transmitted by tsetse flies cause devastating
diseases in humans and livestock. Different subspecies infect
different hosts: Trypanosoma brucei brucei infects cattle but
is non-infectious to humans, a conversation 100's of hours
long Observers will have to listen to between Greg and his MD
Wives As Soon AS numb nuts Dictators make contact!

5-16-14 Women MD alert you... And Arrest You if You are 1
drunk gay or black who will kill 1 or more SWF in 2014 or
2015 - 19K SWF will be murdered in 2014 and 19K more in
2015. Our Dictator protects the gay + black killers... he really
lets them kill 19K women because he is a women Hater...
promoting gays + blacks because they kill 19K women a year
just in the USA and they both take kickbacks from $777 in
Poison Gasoline Exhaust Holocaust II... and Jews will kill
anyone if the price is right so 11K Jewish women who will be
murdered by a drunk gay or black is out of luck luck as the
Jewish top brass get kickbacks from $777 Trillion in Oil
Money! Negative stereotypes can cancel each other out on
resumes Stereotypes of gay men as effeminate and weak and
black men as threatening and aggressive can hurt members
of those groups when white people evaluate them in
employment, education, criminal justice and other... Other
is our George Orwell dictator who lets 19K women be
murdered by OJ every year while promoting gays + blacks,
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murdered by OJ every year while promoting gays + blacks,
not SAVE Her Life Alerts in the NY Times and Courts ruling for
the murdered SWF... Stereotypes of Dictators + what they
promote!

5-16-14 Women MD alert you... "Cops Arrest You!" Key West
Citizen Front Page Officer Jason Burned with wife + baby, NO
WAY! Instilled from the get-go... Justifying wartime atrocities
alters memories... Stories about wartime atrocities and
torture methods, like Kerry rape and murder of women, and
killing babies in Vietnam, often include justifications –
despite whether the rationale is legitimate. 777 Trillion
Galaxies is a War Kerry + McCain can not win against God...
both Kerry + McCain will spit on God on Duval Street in Key
West Today via orders they give "Observers" harassing Greg
from getting the cure for Breast Cancer... Conversations
going! Vets War Crime Trials in Key West after the Yale Key
West Medical School is built for tourists + patients in need of
Women MD's! Kerry + McCain are Dangerous Men, with no
conscience and God, or Universe!

5-15-14 Women MD alert you will acknowledge... as a Solar
Flare; Skin Cancer; Syphilis; Red Meat with Penicillin +
growth Hormones young girls are taking by the millions to
be taller! Head-On Collision without "Head-On Collision
Avoidance MD Coup on your Ford Escort, The New York Times
is the "1984" Holocaust they are "Denying" Have a response
they "Lie like Bill Clinton!" Head-On Collisions. the
technology to reduce this to Zero is 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/index.html>
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